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Sports retail raises the bar
Sporting goods retail continues to benefit from strong macro tailwinds, as people of all ages across the globe lead
healthier and more active lives. The market is posting a CAGR4Y of 5% - around twice the rate of global GDP. Mature
markets remain robust, while emerging markets continue to perform strongly, boosted by rising participation trends
(especially in China), as well as growing disposable incomes among the emerging middle-class.
The M&A market is also flying, underpinned by deals that extend geographic footprints, increase market share, enhance
product portfolios (especially in dynamic categories such as outdoor), and deliver e-commerce solutions. External
growth is the industry’s preferred strategy (barriers to entry remain high), which will continue to boost M&A activity
in 2017.

Sporting goods retail is posting a CAGR4Y of 5%, and is forecast to remain
between 4% and 5% until 2020. Growth is being driven by emerging markets,
casual fashion trends, women’s lifestyle sports, and government initiatives for
health & wellbeing.
There were some headline grabbing deals in 2016, including a mega deal between
US outdoor giants Bass Pro Shops (fishing & boating) and Cabela’s (hunting),
which makes the new entity the world #3, with combined revenues of almost
€8bn. As a general rule, specialists are posting better numbers than generalists,
as customers opt for specialist (expert) service and product offerings.
Larger players are embracing vertical integration from both ends of the value
chain to improve margins: the big brands (Nike, Adidas, Puma) are growing
their retail operations downstream, while leading retailers (Decathlon, Go Sport)
are increasingly manufacturing their own in-house brands upstream.
Valuation multiples for the sector are typically double-digit EBITDA, and higher
for category captains and market leaders. Europe is displaying the highest listed
valuations, at 13x EBITDA, followed by Asia (11x) and North America (9x).
Leading e-commerce players are also receiving high multiples, and being
aggressively targeted by Private Equity (PE) – financial investors are present
in 43% of all e-commerce deals. These buy & build platforms are designed to
build scale, cost and distribution synergies, and to consolidate the fragmented
online marketplace.



Alexandre Ebin
Partner, Capitalmind

“A positive macro environment is
helping the M&A market for sporting
goods retail. Deals are being used to
tap growth in complementary and
high growth market segments, such as
outdoor. E-commerce continues to be
a popular target, as well as specialists.
The days of the traditional bricks-andmortar SME generalist are numbered.”
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Key takeaways

Growth
Sporting goods retail is growing at a CAGR4Y of 5% - well above global GDP of 2.5%

Bigger is better
The largest players are outperforming the broader market, in terms of growth and
margins.

Vertical integration
Manufacturers with retail operations downstream (big brands such as Nike & Adidas)
and large retailers who manufacture their own in-house brands upstream are at an
advantage.

Specialization
Specialist SMEs are more likely to do well than undifferentiated generalists.

Emerging markets
China in particular is a massive growth driver.

E-commerce
Omni-channel is no longer an option, it’s ‘a must’.
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Leader Board
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Leading strategies

Sporting goods retail is benefitting from strong macro tailwinds, and
responding with geographic expansion (eg. emerging markets), women’s
& outdoor product lines, and vertical integration (backwards & forwards).

Leaders dominate:
The collective revenues of the top 50 account
for approximately one-third of the €388bn
global market. Also, their collective revenues
are growing at a faster rate: 8% versus 5%
for the wider market. They are achieving this
primarily from geographic expansion and
exposure to emerging markets.
Forward integration – ‘big brand’ retail:
Brands such as Nike, Adidas, Puma, Columbia
and VF Corp (Timberland, North Face) were
not even on the Leader Board a decade ago.
Now they are retail giants, and still growing
their store networks. This has important longterm implications for the sector, because the
big brands are needing alternative distribution
channels (ie. other retailers) less and less, which
will continue to crimp generalists’ margins,
especially those without their own successful
in-house brands.
Backward integration: in-house brands
Larger retailers are using their own in-house
brands to cultivate exclusivity, drive sales and
respond to pricing pressures from suppliers.
The French player Decathlon has been highly
successful at this strategy - it’s difficult to
find similar products at Decathlon’s pricepoints among its competitors. However, not
all retailers are so successful - scale and
distribution synergies are a major advantage.
China is still growing in importance:
There is massive scope for growth in China, as
the country’s growing middle-class becomes
more engaged in sport: the sports industry
represents 3% of GDP in the US, but just 0.7%
of China’s GDP (474bn yuan, or ~€65bn). The
government is targeting at least 3 trillion yuan
by 2020, which is more than 6x its current size.
This will be an enormous tailwind for retailers
plugged into the region. The big brands have the
most to gain, as do some leading generalists,
such as the world #2 Decathlon, which has
opened 220 stores in China and plans to have
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500 by 2020. And the German giant Adidas,
which already has some 9,000 stores in China,
and plans to open an additional 3,000 stores
by 2020. Even Russia’s #1 Sportmaster is
getting in on the act, by opening 31 stores in a
strategic pivot towards China and away from
the struggling Russian economy.
Girl power:
The women’s segment of sporting goods is
growing above trend, as highlighted by the
Canadian yoga-wear specialist Lululemon,
which has risen four places on the Leader
Board. Adidas and Nike are also reporting
strong growth in their women’s lines - in apparel
and shoes.
‘Outdoor’ goes mainstream:
Outdoor retail can no longer be considered
‘niche’, given there are now 5 outdoor
specialists in the world’s top 50. The group
rose by an average of +2 in the rankings over
the course of the year, and has been rising
steadily for several years. Outdoor is growing
well in both established and emerging markets
(particularly in China – at almost 50% from
a low base). The ‘Instagram’ and ‘Go-Pro’
generation are embracing outdoor sports like
never before, and the ageing population is also
becoming more active for longer.
E-commerce is now everywhere:
The Brazilian player Netshoes is the only
dedicated online retailer in the Top 50, however
online sales platforms continue to grow as a
proportion of total sales for all.
Note: currency movements have a major
impact on earnings and revenues reported in
USD – eg. Decathlon increased revenues by
11% in EUR, but reduced them by 7% in USD.
American players are currently benefitting from
a strong USD, as most of their purchases are
made in USD.
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Notable transactions
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M&A by geography

There were 40 reported transactions in 2016: Europe was the most active,
followed by North America and Asia-Pacific. Approximately one-third of all
deals were cross-border.

Source : Capital IQ, Capitalmind Research

Deal profile

PE is targeting leading e-commerce businesses, especially in specialist
market segments such as outdoor.
Outdoor – E-commerce
November 2016: The French PE Omnes Capital invests in Ducatillon, as part of a Buyer-In-Management-Buy-Out (BIMBO) deal worth around €12m.
The transaction allows for the handover of the company’s ownership & management to the PE-backed buyer and new executive director Jean-Marc Bernard. Ducatillon is positioned as a ‘multi-specialist’ in France (22,000+ items), including hunting attire & equipment, fishing equipment, and other
related products. The business has grown strongly to become the French leader in the segment,
with 500,000+ customers and sales of €22m in 2016. The business also leverages in-house brands
and exclusive distribution agreements (15 catalogues, 7 e-commerce sites). The plan is to target
e-commerce exports.

“The handover was well anticipated by the management team, which has been
structuring the company for the last three years. It is now fully in position to boost
its growth, drawing in particular on its logistics tools and effective marketing
department. The aim is to continue to deliver profitable growth over the years
ahead.”

Laurent Espic, Partner, Omnes Capital
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The mega deal between Bass Pro Shops and Cabela’s (the world’s two
largest outdoor retailers) creates an outdoor behemoth.
Outdoor - Hunting, Fishing, Boating
October 2016: Bass Pro Shops (rev: €3.7bn) acquires Cabela’s (rev: €3bn), for around
€5bn.
The ‘mega merger’ of these two iconic American outdoor specialists creates a massive outdoor
specialist with unconsolidated revenues of some €6.7bn. Both companies share the same humble
origins - having grown on the increasing popularity of outdoor - and both share complementary
business philosophies, geographic footprints and product offerings. Cabela’s is a leader in hunting,
while Bass Pro Shops is a leader in fishing, as well as boating.

“This marks an exceptional opportunity to bring together these special companies
with an abiding love for the outdoors and a passion for serving sportsmen and
sportswomen…We have enormous admiration for Cabela’s, its founders and
outfitters, and its loyal base of customers. We look forward to continuing to
celebrate and grow the Cabela’s brand alongside Bass Pro Shops as one unified
outdoor family.”

Johnny Morris, CEO and Founder, Bass Pro Shops

Transactions are being undertaken with ‘complementary’ businesses, ones
that grow market share and the product range.
Outdoor (cycling) - E-commerce
June 2016: Wiggle (rev: €242m) acquires Chain Reaction Cycles (rev: €185m)
E-commerce requires leadership in innovation, product range and scale, and this deal delivers all
in spades. Wiggle started life as a small independent bike shop from Portsmouth, England, before
becoming an early adopter of e-commerce and a leading outdoor player in cycling and tri-sports.
Chain Reaction was a small mountain-bike store in Northern Ireland before it launched its first
website in 2000, and grew strongly to meet the needs of MTB, BMX and road cyclists across the
UK and Europe. The new combined entity will have annual revenues of €350m.

“There is compelling industrial logic in two businesses coming together to become
a stronger force…Like us, Chain Reaction Cycles has a deep-seated love of cycling.
The combined business will offer all customers an extended range of brands &
products, with Wiggle’s strength in tri-sports and road cycling complemented by
Chain Reaction’s strength in mountain biking, BMX and road cycling too.”

Stefan Barden, CEO, Wiggle
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E-commerce

E-commerce is in high demand – trade buyers are seeking bolt-on
acquisitions that improve digital & online capabilities, while PE are
aggressively hunting down buy & build platforms.
More than a third of transactions involve e-commerce. These businesses appeal to trade buyers
because they can usually be plugged into existing operations and quickly scaled up - accessing immediate cost & distribution synergies.
Also, sales of online sporting goods are growing
as a proportion of total sporting goods sales year-on-year, which is an attractive macro tailwind
allowing growth with the market.

deals over the last six years, and in just 29% of
traditional retail deals. Why? Leveraging growth
without large capex appeals, as does the growth
outlook and strategic fit in the value chain.
Hence, valuations for established e-commerce
players are typically high, providing they have
the right business model and are profitable. Valuations based on turnover alone have become
less precise in recent times.

Financial investors are aggressively targeting
e-commerce businesses for buy & build projects
and market consolidation plays – PE houses
have been present in 43% of all e-commerce

ACQUISITIONS OF TRADITIONAL SPORTS RETAILERS

PE
43%

PE
29%
IPOs
2%

ACQUISITIONS OF E-COMMERCE SPORTS RETAILERS

Trade
69%

Trade
55%

IPOs

2%

Market share

M&A is being used to expand market share and to tap promising and
complementary product categories.
Market share is a powerful incentive for deals,
in order to generate scale economies and
various related synergies. Trade buyers are
targeting ‘complementary’ businesses (bolt-on
acquisitions) in existing regions, as well as
new ones. Scale is required to build delivery
platforms in emerging markets especially, such
as China, where the market and volumes are
much larger.
Corporate transactions are also being used
to extend product ranges in related fields –
fishing & hunting, or road cycling & off-road
cycling. Customers tend to gravitate towards
one-stop-shops in specific product groups
– in both traditional and online retail. Specialists are highly sought after because they
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have loyal customers, positive earnings and
stronger growth outlooks. Valuations are also
high, however deals tend to be small, as there
are a large number of small-caps competing
in the sector. (The mega deal between the US
outdoor giants Bass Pro Shops and Cabela’s
was an exception.)
SME generalists are increasingly rethinking
their strategies by recalibrating product ranges to focus on specialist categories that offer
higher growth, such as outdoor, cycling and
women’s lines. Being ‘all things to all people’ is
no longer a viable strategy for undifferentiated
smaller players.
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Listed valuations

Listed sporting goods retailers worldwide are being valued at 11x EBITDA,
on average. The regional leader is Europe, at 13x EBITDA.

Source : Capitalmind research

Listed valuations for sporting goods retailers across the globe are
outperforming the wider market. The long-term trend is being supported by
global growth in sports participation and casual fashion trends, especially
in emerging markets.

Sporting goods retail has outperformed benchmark
markets by a wide a margin
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Inside View
We talk to Laurent Gueroult from the French PE house Pechel Industries
Partenaires, about their recent investment in the French e-commerce
business privatesportshop.com.
Private Sport Shop (PSS) is a French online retailer founded in 2011. Its
business model is based on ‘flash sales’ - products offered for sale online
for very short periods of time.

How secure is the supply chain? Do you have many suppliers?

E-commerce can be a risky business - why invest in a
relatively new French start-up?
We have always been very cautious about e-commerce, with
most generalist websites constantly fighting each other over
small price differences. To create margins you need to have a
very attractive brand, or you need to differentiate yourself. We
liked PSS for two reasons: firstly, because it’s sourcing end-ofline products, which is not easy to do; and secondly, because
it commands a large price advantage over its competitors. Its
reductions are not minus 10% or 15%, but minus 40% to 80%.

Very secure. PSS is selling goods across many different sports,
which diversifies risk and provides flexibility. The company has
good relationships with some 1,500 brands, who like the fact
PSS reduces their stocks and raises cash quickly and safely. This
route to market suits them well, especially smaller and more
technical brands that can’t afford their own networks, and don’t
want to sell to the discounters in case they end up on the grey
market, where they can’t control things. Brand destruction is a
major issue in the sporting goods market.

‘Flash sales’ is a popular new concept pioneered by ‘Vente
Privee’. Is the PSS business model the same?

What is PSS’s annual turnover, and where do you see the
risks?

Vente Privee pioneered this market in France, yes, and PSS is
now developing the same ‘flash sales’ concept very successfully,
but in a more focused market segment – in sporting goods.
Being a specialist sports operator differentiates us, and we have
a lot of mid-sized and technical brands and clients, which our
competitors do not.

Turnover was €40m in 2015, and the business is growing
quickly. There are obviously always risks, however we believe
that because the products are highly desirable, and very good
value for money, the company will continue to expand. PSS is
growing by extending its geographic reach as well – it will soon
be in Italy and Spain. All of this makes it a very strong asset. We
are confident it will consolidate its leading position serving both
sports practitioners and brands.

You must like the management of PSS, given you were
prepared to take a minority stake?
Management is always a priority for us. The two PSS founders
are the majority shareholders. We help them with ideas, with our
network, and we challenge them, but they are ultimately running
the business. They are highly complementary as well - one is
focused on client recruitment and marketing; the other used to
work at Decathlon and New Balance, so has an excellent brand
network.
How dominant is PSS’s market position, and what metrics do
you use to measure performance?
PSS is the largest European company dedicated to ‘end-of-line’
sports by a long way. One of the most important metrics is
registered members, and that currently stands at four million,
and growing.
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If you would like to discuss this report in more detail or opportunities for your business, please call:

Jürgen Schwarz - Partner
+49 177 413 2911
juergen.schwarz@capitalmind.com

Alexandre Ebin - Partner
+33 148 246 140
alexandre.ebin@capitalmind.com

Alexandre has 18 years experience in M&A, private
equity and financial auditing. Before joining Capitalmind
he was Head of M&A at the sporting goods retailer
Decathlon, and before that Genairgy – a private equity
house founded by the Decathlon shareholders, where he
focused on growth in emerging markets.

Bart Jonkman- Managing Partner
+31 73 623 8774
bart.jonkman@capitalmind.com

Stig Madsen - Managing Partner
+45 20 433 373
stig.madsen.lachenmeier@capitalmind.com

Our selected deals in sporting goods retail & consumer goods
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Smart advice, by your side, worldwide

Australia

Germany

South Africa

Benelux

India

Spain

Brazil

Italy

Sweden

Canada

Japan

Switzerland

Chile

Mexico

Thailand

China

Peru

Turkey

Denmark

Poland

UK

France

Russia

USA

Capitalmind is one of the largest independent
corporate finance advisory firms in Europe, owned by
its partners. Since 1999 we have provided unbiased
advice to mid-market companies, entrepreneurs, (PE)
investors and large corporates on selling, buying and
financing businesses all over the world, and in the
following sectors:

•

200+ closed transactions in the last 5 years - 500+ since 1999

•

Worldwide access to strategic and financial players

•

Team of 60 experienced professionals in Europe; plus 300 worldwide,
via our international partnership

•

European headquartered advisory firm, with offices in Benelux, France,
Germany & the Nordics

•

Award-winning services

BENELUX

BENELUX

FRANCE

GERMANY

NORDICS

Vreelandseweg 7
1216 CG Hilversum
Netherlands

Reitscheweg 49
5232 BX ’s-Hertogenbosch
Netherlands

62 rue La Boétie
75008 Paris
France

Mainzer Straße 19
65185 Wiesbaden
Germany

Lyngsø Alle 3
2970 Hørsholm
Denmark

www.capitalmind.com

